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With the rapid expansion of network information and the emergence of a large number of electronic texts, how to organize and
manage this massive information has become a major challenge. Automatic text categorization technology is to study how to let
the machine classify unknown text through self-learning, thus solving the difficulties encountered in manual classification.
Because granular computing can reduce the knowledge in solving complex problems, it is more convenient to summarize and
acquire knowledge. It has become a hotspot in recent years, and it also provides new ideas for text classification research. The
rough set model of granular computing can acquire knowledge by mining decision rules. The decision process is more
transparent and easy to understand. It has been paid attention to and applied in text classification research. Based on the
research of existing achievements, this paper makes a further study on the application of granular computing in text
categorization. After analyzing the existing feature selection methods, the feature distribution is proposed based on the
relationship between feature words and categories. By calculating the distribution distance between any two feature words, the
feature words with similar distribution distances are aggregated, which effectively reduces the dimension of the feature space
and also avoids the individual samples caused by the existing feature selection algorithm. A phenomenon that is discarded due
to features. The experimental results show that the clustering method can obtain higher classification accuracy than other
feature selection methods when using SVM as the classifier. SVM performs best, and the final text classification accuracy rate
can reach 85.46%. According to the correlation principle of the rough set, feature selection is made for each information
granularity, the selected feature is used as the condition attribute and the coordination matrix is constructed, and the most
similar sample is heuristically searched to obtain the attribute reduction set.

1. Introduction

The rapid development of information technology, espe-
cially the development of the Internet, has brought people
into the era of information exchange. The Internet provides
a platform for people to exchange and share information
and has become an indispensable part of modern life tools
and work tools. In February 2019, the China Internet Net-
work Center (CNNIC) released the “43th Statistical Report
on Internet Development in China,” showing that as of
December 2018, the number of Internet users in China was
829 million, and the number of new Internet users was

56.53 million. The penetration rate reached 59.6%, an
increase of 3.8% from the end of 2017. The number of
mobile Internet users in China reached 871 million, and
the number of mobile Internet users increased by 64.33 mil-
lion. The proportion of Internet users using mobile phones
increased from 97.5% at the end of 2017 to 98.6% at the
end of 2018. Mobile Internet access has become one of the
most commonly used Internet channels. With the continu-
ous increase in the number of Internet users and the contin-
uous growth of online information, people have encountered
the problem of massive information such as retrieval and
management brought about by information expansion.
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How to effectively organize and manage this information has
become an area facing the information science. With the
continuous development of technology, text classification
has gradually changed from a knowledge-based method to
a method based on statistics and machine learning.

Most of the information on the Internet appears in the
form of text or can be converted into text. Therefore, as a
key technology for processing and organizing large amounts
of text data, text categorization has become information fil-
tering, information security, mail classification, information
retrieval, and search. Basic technologies in the fields of
engines, web forums, digital libraries, etc. and many research
teams at home and abroad have conducted in-depth
research on text classification algorithms. Tian [1] proposed
that in text categorization, the performance of the classifier
decreases as the feature dimension increases. The main pur-
pose of feature selection is to remove irrelevant and redun-
dant features in the function and to reduce the functional
dimensions. Based on the word vector generated by Word2-
Vec, the Word2Vec-SM algorithm is proposed to reduce the
dimension of the feature. Bei [2] proposed an improved tf-
idf-miow algorithm based on the traditional tf-idf algorithm
and mutual information algorithm to meet the requirements
of marine big data text classification. The results of auto-
matic text classification experiments show that the tf-idf-
miow recall rate in the oceanography field is 10.33% higher
than the traditional tf-idf algorithm, and the f1 score is
increased by 6.92%. Ni et al. [3] studied in detail the influ-
ence of parameters on classification accuracy when using
support vector machine (SVM) and K-nearest neighbor
(KNN) text automatic classification algorithm. The advan-
tages and disadvantages of the two text classification algo-
rithms are presented in the field of petrochemical
processes. Chen [4] proposed a new classification model
LDA- (Latent Dirichlet Allocation-) KNN (K-nearest neigh-
bor). LDA is used to solve the problem of semantic similarity
measurement in traditional text categorization. The sample
space is modeled and selected by this model. Lianhong
et al. [5] proposed a short text semantic extended represen-
tation method based on concept map. Firstly, the degree of
association between the text feature words and the concepts
in the concept map is calculated, and the concept with high
degree of relevance is selected to form a conceptual dictio-
nary of the current text. Then, the concept dictionary is
added to the feature word set to obtain a semantic extended
representation of the short text. Weiyin and Li [6] proposed
a text classification model CNN-XGB based on convolu-
tional neural network and XGBoost. Firstly, Word2Vec is
used to represent the preprocessed data, followed by multi-
scale convolution kernel convolutional neural network for
data feature extraction. Finally, XGBoost is used to classify
the features of deep extraction. Man et al. [7] fully validated
the model by using multiple indicators to evaluate the model
in the test data set. Compared with other models, the pro-
posed model has better classification performance in the
two-class and multiclassification tasks. Wang et al. [8] pro-
posed a new feature word extraction algorithm based on
chi-square statistics by extracting the feature words of text
method and evaluated the text classification model through

the improved new method. The experimental results show
that the new method is significantly better than the tradi-
tional feature extraction methods in the evaluation results
such as precision, recall, F1, and ROC_AUC. Yao et al. sys-
tematically study the web/text classification problem by
combining sparse representation with random measure-
ment. First, a very sparse data measurement matrix is used
to map the original high-dimensional text feature space to
a low-dimensional space without losing key information.
Then, a general sparse representation method is proposed,
which obtains the sparse solution by decoding the semantic
correlation between the query text and the entire training
sample. The authors conducted a large number of experi-
ments using real-world data sets to check the proposed
method, and the results showed the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method [9]. Wang et al. [10] to improve the text clas-
sification effect and introduce the deep neural network
isomorphic with BP neural network to initialize the initial
weight of BP neural network. Experiment on multiple data
sets it shows that this text method obviously improves the
accuracy of text classification. Chaolei and Junhua [11] con-
ducted experiments on the same data set. The results show
that simulated annealing has stable global search perfor-
mance and is an effective way to optimize SVM parameters.
Chao and Junhua [12] show through experiments that com-
pared with the traditional KNN algorithm, the improved
algorithm has improved accuracy, recall rate, and F value.
Compared with other classification algorithms, it has certain
advantages. Junhong et al.’s [13] simulation experiments
show that the proposed method can effectively solve the
problem that the incompletely labeled text classifier can
not effectively identify the boundary between the incom-
pletely labeled text category and other categories under the
current classification system, resulting in low data classifica-
tion performance. Kai [14] introduced the process of text
categorization and an overview of the three classifiers.
Finally, the three classifiers were tested separately, and the
experimental results were analyzed to find out the classifica-
tion effect of the support vector machine classifier in the
experimental environment, better than the other two classi-
fiers. J. Ma and Y. Ma [15] showed that the method is supe-
rior to the commonly used long- and short-term memory
models, multicategory logistic regression, and support vector
machines in terms of accuracy and recall rate.

Although many research teams at home and abroad have
their own research plans for text categorization methods,
they all have some shortcomings: single method, low effi-
ciency, and complicated calculation process. The granularity
calculation method just has the advantages that these
methods do not have. The calculation process is simple
and clear, the operation is simple, the feature recognition
efficiency is high, and subtle changes can be detected. Many
research teams have seized the opportunity and made exten-
sive calculations on the granularity.

The method of granular computing can reduce the
dimension of knowledge when solving complex problems,
which makes it easier to generalize and acquire knowledge.
It has become a hotspot in recent years, and it also provides
new ideas for the study of text classification. Xingguo et al.
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[16] applied the granularity calculation to the vehicle identi-
fication. Aiming at the problem that the classification of
fine-grained vehicle identification images has low recogni-
tion rate due to redundant features, a fine-grained vehicle
identification algorithm based on singular value decomposi-
tion and central metric is proposed. The research shows that
the method uses the Residual Network (ResNet) framework
to test on the Cars-196 fine-grained model data set, and the
accuracy rate can reach 93.02%, which is better than the cur-
rent bilinear and attention model. Extended experiments
prove that this method is equally applicable to other network
frameworks. Haoru et al. [17] used the granular algorithm to
screen out images with great influence on the recognition
results to prevent overfitting; input the filtered images into
the RPN network improved by soft-nms (Soft Nonmaxi-
mum Suppression) to obtain object-level image annotation.
Dangwei et al. [18] applied the granularity algorithm to
search for isolated regions. Aiming at the shortcomings of
traditional particle swarm optimization algorithm for
searching isolated regions and low search accuracy, a sub-
group hierarchical coarse-grained particle swarm optimiza-
tion algorithm was proposed. On the basis of the coarse-
grained model, the subgroup is divided into several common
subgroups, adaptive subgroups, and elite subgroups. Differ-
ent subgroups adopt different evolution strategies in the evo-
lution process. Jingrui and Dongyang [19] completed the
multigranularity search of the initial layer data source
through statistical expectation calculation, imported the ini-
tial layer probability calculation result into the multigranu-
larity variable distribution calculation, and completed the
multigranularity search of the middle layer data source. In
order to ensure the effectiveness of the proposed method,
the proposed method is compared with two traditional
methods, and the efficiency is obviously improved and has
high efficiency. The experimental results of Jinshuo et al.
[20] and others show that the multithreading strategy based
on CPU can achieve a 4x speedup ratio, and the parallel
algorithm based on the unified computing device architec-
ture (CUDA) can achieve a maximum speed up of 34 times
and the proposed strategy. Based on the CUDA parallel
strategy, it achieves a 30% performance improvement and
can be used to quickly schedule computing resources in
other areas of big data processing. Suzhi et al. [21] intro-
duced the granularity idea to divide the initial data set into
multiple subsets. Secondly, the improved similarity matrix
was calculated for each subset combined with intraclass
and interclass distance. Finally, the improved parallel AP
aggregation was implemented based on MapReduce model.
Experiments on real data sets show that the IOCAP
algorithm has better adaptability on large data sets and can
effectively improve the accuracy of the algorithm while
maintaining the AP clustering effect. Ronghu and Yunjie
[22] in order to improve coarse-grained parallel inheritance
algorithm performance, shortening the solution time for the
stereo warehouse path optimization problem, applying a sin-
gle program multiple data stream (SPMD) parallel structure
to the coarse-grained parallel genetic algorithm, and
improving the algorithm. Yingjian et al. [23] use the granu-
lar algorithm to divide the circuit into multiple regions and

use the logical fingerprint feature as the identifier of the
region. By comparing the multivariant logical fingerprints
of the partition in two dimensions of time and space, the
hardware Trojan detection without gold chip is realized
and diagnosed. Jin and Jianhua [24] designed a fine-
grained remote attribute proof algorithm to solve the prob-
lem of large-scale remote identification of traditional attri-
butes. For different remote proof requirements, the
attribute was remotely proved and the terminal platform
was more detailed. Yilin et al. [25] proposed the theory
of the degree of weighted granularity superiority relation-
ship pessimistic multigranularity rough set and weighted
granularity dominant degree optimistic multigranular
rough set. On this basis, a dynamic parallel updating algo-
rithm based on the degree-weighted rough set approxima-
tion set of weighted granularity and dominant relationship
is presented.

In order to solve the problem of complex data, difficult
operation, cumbersome recognition process, and incomplete
feature extraction in a text categorization method, this paper
studies the text classification method based on granular algo-
rithm. Based on the existing results, the application of gran-
ular computing in text categorization is further studied. The
existing feature selection methods are analyzed. According
to the relationship between feature words and categories,
the feature distribution distance is proposed. The distribu-
tion distance is similar. Feature words are aggregated, which
effectively reduces the dimension of the feature space and
avoids the phenomenon that individual samples caused by
the existing feature selection algorithm are discarded
because they do not contain the selected features; the cluster-
ing method can be obtained when using SVM as the classi-
fier has higher classification accuracy than other feature
selection methods.

2. Method

2.1. Data Fusion

2.1.1. Introduction to Data Fusion. Data fusion in text data
processing is to carry out multilevel comprehensive optimi-
zation and intelligent analysis through certain rules and
finally complete the needs of users, that is, a process of
obtaining more accurate description of perceptual object
fusion information. In text data processing, the perceptual
information obtained by data fusion technology is usually
more persuasive than the data collected and analyzed by
a node. The data fusion center fuses information from
multiple sensors; it can also fuse information from multi-
ple sensors and the observation facts of the human-
machine interface (this fusion is usually a decision-level
fusion). Extract the symptom information, under the
action of the inference engine. Match the symptoms with
the knowledge in the knowledge base, make fault diagnosis
decisions, and provide them to users. Data fusion can
ensure the accuracy of perceived data, reduce the network
data traffic in processing, reduce the redundant data in the
network, and play an important role in making reasonable
decisions for applications.
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2.1.2. Hierarchy of Data Fusion. According to the level of
data abstraction in the fusion system, the fusion can be
divided into three levels: data level fusion, decision level
fusion, and feature level fusion.

(1) Data Level Fusion. The information processing of data
level fusion is shown in Figure 1. Data level fusion is the
fusion directly on the original data layer. The data is synthe-
sized and analyzed before various sensors are preprocessed.
Because the sensor detects the same feature data in the same
environment, different types of feature data cannot be fused.
The advantage of data level fusion is that it can maintain the
complete amount of information of data without data pre-
processing. However, it also has the disadvantages of large
traffic, long analysis time, poor anti-interference ability,
and poor real-time performance. In order to solve this prob-
lem, efforts should be made to develop a fusion algorithm
model that has both robustness and accuracy. Focus on
research on related processing, fusion processing, and sys-
tem simulation algorithms and models, and conduct
research on evaluation techniques and metrics for data
fusion systems.

(2) Feature Level Fusion. Feature level fusion belongs to the
middle level fusion. It first extracts the features of the origi-
nal information from each sensor (the features can be the
edge, direction and speed of the target) and then classifies,
collects, and synthesizes the multisensor data according to
the feature information. The information processing process
is similar to the feature level fusion process. Because the
extracted feature information is generally directly related to
decision analysis, the fusion result can assist decision analy-
sis to the greatest extent. Feature level fusion has low
requirements for communication bandwidth; as long as the
broadband reaches above 2MHz, normal operation can be
guaranteed. It realizes considerable information compres-
sion and is conducive to real-time processing, but its accu-
racy is reduced due to data loss. At present, many methods
have been applied to feature level fusion. Common methods
include image fusion, data compounding, information com-
pounding, data compounding, and image compounding.

(3) Decision Level Fusion. Decision level fusion is the highest
level of data fusion. Firstly, after each sensor preprocesses
the original data and makes a decision, it fuses their decision
results to make the final decision results consistent as a
whole. The information processing process of decision level
fusion is shown in Figure 2. The advantage of decision level
fusion is that it has good real-time and fault tolerance, less
dependence on sensors, and less traffic. It can still work even
when one or several sensors fail. However, because decision
level fusion needs to preprocess the original data obtained by
sensors to make their own decision results, the preprocessing
cost is high.

Because different levels of fusion algorithms have differ-
ent advantages, disadvantages, and scope of application. For
choosing the fusion algorithm at which fusion level, it is nec-
essary to comprehensively consider the sensor performance,

computing power, communication bandwidth, detection
parameters, and capital budget of each system. There is no
universal structure that can be applied to all application
backgrounds. In practical applications, different levels of
fusion algorithms often appear in one system at the same
time. The characteristics of three different levels of fusion
methods are compared as follows.

2.1.3. Data Fusion Classification. In the existing data fusion
applications, data fusion technology can be divided into dif-
ferent categories according to different standards. Data
fusion technology is divided into data layer fusion, feature
layer fusion, and decision layer fusion. See Figure 3 for
details.

2.1.4. Common Data Fusion Methods. With the rapid devel-
opment of information theory, artificial intelligence, target
recognition and other fields, more and more data fusion
algorithms also appear. At present, data fusion algorithms
can be divided into three categories: methods based on phys-
ical model, methods based on parameter classification, and
methods based on cognitive recognition model. There are
many common data fusion methods in text data processing.
The typical ones are neural network, fuzzy theory, D-S evi-
dential reasoning, and principal component analysis. This
paper chooses the method of parameter classification to
solve the problem of massive information retrieval and man-
agement caused by information expansion.

We choose the data fusion algorithm of principal com-
ponent analysis. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a
simple and effective data compression algorithm, which is
very consistent with the characteristics of text data process-
ing. Principal component analysis is to project the percep-
tual data onto a new coordinate axis and calculate its
eigenvector, so that the eigenvector corresponding to the
largest eigenvalue becomes the first coordinate vector (called
the first principal component); the eigenvector correspond-
ing to the second largest eigenvalue becomes the second
coordinate vector (called the second principal component),
and so on. In this way, its main components are retained,
which not only ensures the main characteristics of the data
but also reduces the amount of data transmission. The data
fusion algorithm based on principal component analysis
divides the text data into multiple clusters. The cluster head
will collect the information of its cluster members and then
put the data into the observation matrix, which can be pro-
jected into a new space. The nodes of the cluster are evenly
distributed in the sensing area. After clustering, the observa-
tion matrix in the cluster meets avalue = 25, avalue = 50, avalue =
75, respectively. The relationship with the standard recon-
struction error and data fusion rate is shown in Table 1.

The table shows the following characteristics: (1) the
standard reconstruction error rate decreases with the
increase of data fusion rate. (2) When the data fusion rate
in the control cluster is certain, the smaller the value of
avalue, the smaller the standard reconstruction error rate of
data, which also shows that the data similarity affects the
reconstruction error rate of data.
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2.2. Feature Selection and Feature Extraction

2.2.1. Document Frequency (DF). The document frequency is
determined according to the number of documents contain-
ing feature items, and the feature whose document fre-
quency is higher than a certain threshold is selected as the
feature item. The calculation formula is as follows:

DF f k, cið Þ = p f k ∣ cið Þ: ð1Þ

2.2.2. Information Gain. The information gain indicates the
average amount of information of the document class when

the document contains a certain feature value. The calcula-
tion formula is as follows:

IG f kð Þ = 〠
d

i=1
p f k ∣ cið Þ log p f k ∣ cið Þ

p cið Þp f kð Þ
� �� �

+ p �f k ∣ ci
� �

log p �f k ∣ ci
� �

p cið Þp �f k
� �

 !
:

ð2Þ

2.2.3. Expected Cross Entropy (ECE). It is expected that the
cross entropy is similar to the information gain, but it only

Text data 1

Text data 2

Text data n

Data
association

Data layer
fusion

Feature
extraction

Target
judgment

Data level fusion
process

Figure 1: Data level fusion process.

Text data 1

Text data 2

Text data n

Data
Association

Target judgment

Target judgment Relation

Target judgment
Data level fusion

process

Decision level
fusion

Figure 2: Decision level fusion process.
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considers the occurrence of features in the text, and the for-
mula is as follows:

ECE f kð Þ = 〠
∣d∣

i=1
p ci ∣ f kð Þ log p ci ∣ f kð Þ

p cið Þ : ð3Þ

2.2.4. Mutual Information. Mutual information represents
the correlation between text features and text classes. The
formula is as follows:

MI f k, cið Þ = log p f k ∣ cið Þ
p cið Þp f kð Þ
� �

: ð4Þ

2.2.5. CHI Statistic. The CHI statistic, also known as x2 sta-
tistic, assumes that the x2 distribution with the first degree of
freedom between the feature and the category, the x2 statis-
tic, is calculated as follows:

CHI f k, cið Þ = N × p f k ∣ cið Þ × p �f k ∣�ci
� �

− p f k ∣�cið Þ × p �f k ∣ ci
� �� �2

p f kð Þ × p �f k
� �

× p cið Þ × p �cið Þ ,

ð5Þ

where A represents the number of texts containing the fea-
ture f k and belongs to the category ci, B represents the num-
ber of texts containing the feature f k but not belonging to
the category ci, C represents the number of texts that do
not contain the feature f k but belongs to the category ci,
and D represents the number of texts containing feature f k
and does not belong to the category ci.

2.3. Support Vector Machine (SVM). The most important
point in SVM is the choice of kernel functions. The perfor-

mance of different kernel functions is different. In the era
of big data, a lot of data is linear and inseparable. In order
to make performance better at this time, we must choose
the most suitable kernel function. The main role is to map
the linearly inseparable numbers in the input space into a
high-dimensional space so that the feature data is separable.
But to construct a kernel function V , you must know the
mapping of input space to feature space. To know this kind
of mapping, you should understand the distribution of the
data set, but in many cases, you do not know the specific dis-
tribution of the processed data set, so it is difficult to choose
a kernel function that conforms to the input space. You can
choose the following common kernel function to replace
your own kernel function:

2.3.1. Linear Kernel Function.

κ x, xið Þ = x ⋅ xi: ð6Þ

The linear kernel function is used to solve the problem of
linear separability. From the above formula, we can know
that the dimension of the feature space to the input space
is the same. The parameters are small and fast. It is suitable
for linearly separable numbers. When you first choose a lin-
ear kernel function, if the effect is not ideal, then switch to
another kernel function.

2.3.2. Polynomial Kernel Function.

κ x, xið Þ = x ⋅ xið Þ + 1ð Þd: ð7Þ

The polynomial kernel function can realize the mapping
of low-dimensional feature data to high-dimensional data,
but there is an obvious disadvantage that there are many
parameters. When the order of the polynomial is high, the
element value of the kernel matrix approaches infinity or
infinity, and the calculation is performed. The complexity
is too big to calculate.

Decision level
fusion Spatiotemporal

fusion
Centralized

fusion
Distributed

fusion
Hybrid
fusion

Centralized
fusion

Distributed
fusion

Data level
fusion

Feature level
fusion

Fusion level Fusion type Fusion structure Information
content

Time
fusion

Spatial
fusion

Data fusion
classification

Figure 3: Classification of data fusion.

Table 1: Characteristics of principal component analysis.

Data fusion rate 0 15 30 45 60 75 90

avalue = 25 0.1 0.075 0.05 0.03 0.02 0 0

avalue = 50 0.16 0.13 0.08 0.05 0.035 0.02 0

avalue = 75 0.18 0.16 0.12 0.055 0.04 0.025 0
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2.3.3. Gaussian (RBF) Kernel Function.

κ x, xið Þ = exp −
x − xik k2
δ2

� �
: ð8Þ

The Gaussian kernel function is a highly localized func-
tion that maps a sample of data into a high-dimensional
space. The advantage of this kernel function is that its per-
formance is better regardless of the number of samples, large
or small, relative to the polynomial kernel. There are fewer
function parameters. Therefore, in most cases, when you
do not know which kernel function to use, you can choose
the Gaussian kernel function first.

2.3.4. Sigmoid Kernel Function.

κ x, xið Þ = tanh η < x, xi>+θð Þ: ð9Þ

If sigmoid is a kernel function, the support vector
machine is equivalent to a multilayer neural network. In
the actual machine learning modeling, if you have a certain
prior knowledge of the data in advance, you should choose
a kernel function suitable for the data distribution. If you
cannot know, you should use the cross-validation method
to try different kernel functions. The smaller the effect, the
better the kernel function with the smallest error. Of course,
when using SVM modeling, multiple kernel functions can
also be combined to form a mixed kernel function. Of
course, according to the experience of predecessors, the
number of selected features and the size of the sample must
follow certain rules. Figure 4 is the classification principle of
the sample linear separable support vector machine in two
dimensions.

The machine finds a decision boundary and separates
the positive and negative categories. Then, the machine will
find the distance from all sample points to this decision
boundary and find the closest points to this decision bound-
ary. Among them, the larger the distance, the better the deci-
sion boundary.

2.4. Rough Set. The rough set was proposed by Z. Pawlak, a
professor at the Warsaw University of Technology in
Poland. As a mathematical theory for dealing with uncer-
tain, incomplete data and inaccurate problems, rough sets
have been widely used in artificial intelligence, pattern rec-
ognition, data mining, and machine learning and knowledge
discovery. It examines knowledge from a new perspective
and uses knowledge as a classification ability. The size of
classification ability is determined by the granularity of
knowledge. The uncertainty of knowledge is caused by the
large granularity of the composition domain knowledge,
and this granularity of knowledge will represent the classifi-
cation by the division of equivalence classes of equivalence
relations. The following are the advantages of rough sets:
the mathematical foundation is mature; no prior knowledge
is required; the operation is simple; and the theories for deal-
ing with other uncertain problems are strongly complemen-
tary. The following is the disadvantage of rough set: rough
set can only solve discrete data.

A rough set uses an information system as a description
object. An information system is a collection of objects
described by a set of multivalued attributes. Each object
and its attributes have a value as its descriptive symbol.
The information system can be represented by an informa-
tion table, the rows of the information table corresponding
to the research object, the columns corresponding to the
attributes of the object, each row containing the descriptors
representing the attributes of the corresponding object fea-
ture items, and the category information of the correspond-
ing objects. Rough sets can also represent classification rules
in decision information tables and attribute reduction based
on the importance and dependencies of attributes to gener-
ate decision rules for each class. The test data set is used to
calculate the confidence and gain of the candidate rule to
verify the extracted candidate rule as the final classification
rule. Before establishing candidate rules, the decision table
is divided into two groups in a random manner: a% of the
data is regarded as the training data group; 1-a% of the data
is regarded as the test data group. Figure 5 is a rough set
flow chart.

Firstly, the demand data is processed. Based on the sim-
ilarity definition in the algorithm definition, the equivalent
item is calculated for each demand item; based on the rough
set, the similarity threshold is calculated, and the initial
equivalence class is modified; and the validity index of the
cluster is calculated. Judge the quality of the clustering
results, and obtain the clustering results that meet the needs
of customers through repeated calculations.

2.5. Definition of Text Classification Method Based on
Granularity Calculation. The particle size calculation mainly
includes three parts: particles, grain layer, and grain struc-
ture. Among them, the particle is the most basic element
that constitutes the particle size calculation model and is
the primitive of the particle size calculation model. The grain
layer is the overall composition of all the particles obtained
according to the granulation criterion of a practical demand
and is an abstract description of the problem space. The
grain structure is the relationship structure formed by the
interconnections between the grain layers. The complexity
of the grain structure determines the complexity of the

Margin = 2/|| w||

< w,xi > +b = 0

Figure 4: Optimal classification surface in the case of two-
dimensional linear separability.
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problem solving. Granularity calculations can be solved in
two ways, namely, granulation and particle calculation.

Definition 1. Set a corpus D, where D contains m texts d;
that is, after each word of D is segmented, multiple feature
words w are obtained, and then each feature word w is
trained by Gensim library. The corresponding feature word
vector w is obtained, and the dimension is k-dimensional.
Set the word vector set obtained by the entire corpus W =
fw1,w2,⋯,wng. Based on the perspective of granular com-
puting, this set of word vectors is called the word vector
space.

Definition 2. For a word vector space, the feature word sim-
ilarity W = fw1,w2,⋯,wng based on the space is defined as

Rλ
W = wi,w j

� �
∈W ×W ∣ S wi,w j

� �
≥ λ

� 	
, ð10Þ

where Sðwi,wjÞ represents the similarity between the word
vector wi and wj; this paper uses the Euclidean distance to
measure the similarity; λ is a threshold, which satisfies 0 <
λ ≤ 1. It can be seen that the definition of the similarity of
the characteristic words is a special binary relationship.
Responsiveness and symmetry are satisfied, but the transfer
characterization is not necessarily satisfied, so it can induce
an overlay on the word vector space W.

It can be seen that the feature word similarity segmenta-
tion divides the whole word vector space into one feature
word class, which is equivalent to granulating the entire
word space. Each granulated word class maintains a high
similarity inside, and the similarity the definition is embod-
ied by the threshold λ, so the lambda value has a significant
influence on the final granulation result.

3. Experiment

3.1. Data Source. The experiment uses the TanCropusV1.0
Chinese corpus, firstly classifying the corpus into 12 text
granularity sets by class. Then, the stop words and 1-gram
words of 12 text granularity sets (5504 total) were removed,
and the characteristics of 12 text granularity sets were evalu-
ated by DF, GSS, ECE, and CHI. In a descending order,
select the top 20 features as the condition attributes for each
granularity set and calculate the purity of each granular set.

Select five from any of the 12 text granularity sets (e.g.,
G1, G4, G7, G8, and G11) to experiment; first, divide the five
text granularity sets into test sets and training sets in a ratio
close to 3 : 2, and select the characteristics of the training set
separately, select the top 20 features of each CHI evaluation
in the granularity set, and then “compress” the text set; that
is, remove the text with the same result after feature selec-
tion, and count the number of texts and missing text after
feature selection.

3.2. Experimental Platform

3.2.1. Skip-Gram Model Experimental Environment
Configuration. There are many practical and convenient
libraries. This article uses the Word2Vec in the Gensim
library to complete the training process of word embedding.
From the data preprocessing of the text to the completion of
the word embedding training, the environment of the whole
experimental process is shown in Table 2.

In this experiment, in addition to the user’s comment
data, I also added Wikipedia data as a library to train the
word embedding of each word. The reason for this is that
the corpus has a certain scale, and the effect of training is
more. Well, it can fully reflect the correct position of these
words in the vector space, so that a higher degree of word
embedding can be obtained.

3.2.2. Skip-Gram Model Parameter Configuration. When
using the Skip-Gram model to train the word embedding
of each word, it mainly involves setting two parameters: first
is the size c of the training window, and second is the length
of the word vector, that is, the k of the word embedding. In
theory, the larger the window c, the better the completeness
of the model, but if c is too large, it will lead to many irrele-
vant words being trained. Therefore, in the course of the
experiment, the random selection window is selected, and
the window size is generally less than or equal to 10. For
example, after determining the size of c, for a word, the dis-
tance R = rand ð1, cÞ is selected as the result of selecting the
R words before and after the word as the final generated pre-
diction result. Because of the corpus involved in this article,
each text contains only a few to dozens of words, and the
text is relatively short, so the size c of the window is set to 8.

3.3. Classification Algorithm Calculation

3.3.1. Information Granularity Rule Acquisition. Input:
information system S = ðU , A, V , f Þ

Output: rule set RUL

Text data set

Training
data set

Data
preprocessing

Decision
rule

acquisition

Decision
rule

Forecast
decision

result

Select
matching

rules

Select
matching

Data
reduction

dimensionality
reduction

Figure 5: Rough set flow chart.
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(Step 1) The first step is to divide the domain according
to the decision attribute value into different
information granularities G = fGd1

,Gd2
,⋯,Gds

g
.

(Step 2) Determine if impurities are included between
the particle sizes.

(Step 3) The third step is to perform attribute reduction
on each information granularity in G, set the
rule preamble length including the impurity
attribute, and obtain the intragranular rule
RUL.

(Step 4) Combine the rules between the granularities
RUL = ∪

GF∈G
RULGG

.

(Step 5) Output RUL

3.3.2. Information Granularity Attribute Reduction. Input:
information granularity Gi

Output: reduction attribute set REUDi

(Step 1) Calculate the coordination matrix Hi of Gi.

(Step 2) The second step is to find the most similar
samples xi, xj in Hi, determine the elements
Hi,j, delete other elements in sub Hi containing
subscript i (or j), and initialize the reduction
attribute subset Ri and the sample division
subset Xi.

Ri ⟵Hi,j,
Xi ⟵ xi, xj:

ð11Þ

(Step 3) The third step is to search for the sample xk
which is the most similar to Hij and simulta-
neously update the reduction attribute subset
Ri and the sample division subset Xi and delete
the other elements in the Hi subscript contain-
ing k.

Ri ⟵Hij ∩ xk,
Xi ⟵ Xi ∪ xk:

ð12Þ

(Step 4) Repeat step 3 until the length of Ri is less than
or equal to the specified threshold and add Ri
to REUDi, and if Gi = Xi, terminate the search.

(Step 5) Output the reduced attribute set REUDi.

4. Results

4.1. Feature Extraction Purity Analysis. The experiment uses
the TanCropusV1.0 Chinese corpus, firstly classifying the
corpus into 12 text granularity sets by class. Then, the stop
words and 1-gram words of 12 text granularity sets (5504
total) were removed, and the characteristics of 12 text
granularity sets were evaluated by DF, GSS, ECE, and
CHI. In a descending order, select the top 20 features as
the conditional attributes of each granularity set, and cal-
culate the purity of each granularity set. The results are
shown in Table 3.

As can be seen from Table 2, the text granularity set
obtained by DF and ECE for feature selection has a lower
average value of 48.75% and 47.92%, respectively, and when
ECE is used, the purity of a single text size set is up to 80%.
The minimum is 20%. The text granularity set obtained by
CHI feature selection has the highest average value, reaching
94.17%, wherein the single text granularity set has the high-
est purity of 100%, the lowest is 85%, and the six text gran-
ularity sets have a purity of 100%. It can be seen that among

Table 2: Data preprocessing and extraction feature experimental
environment.

Lab environment Environmental configuration

Operating system Centos6.5

CPU Intel Core I5-650 3.20GHz

RAM 8GB

Programming language Python3.6

Word segmentation tool ICTCLAS2016

Training tool Word2Vec

Table 3: The purity of the granularity of the text information
corresponding to the four feature extraction methods.

Granular set number DF GSS ECE CHI

G1 35% 65% 35% 100%

G2 80% 95% 80% 100%

G3 60% 90% 60% 95%

G4 30% 70% 30% 95%

G5 40% 50% 40% 85%

G6 70% 80% 60% 100%

G7 55% 75% 55% 100%

G8 60% 95% 60% 100%

G9 60% 85% 60% 90%

G10 30% 80% 30% 95%

G11 20% 30% 20% 70%

G12 45% 65% 45% 100%

Mean 48.75% 73.33% 47.92% 94.17%

Table 4: Word2Vec.

Tunable parameter Value

Number of iterations 20

Model selection Skip-Gram

Method selection HS

Context window 8

Sample value Le-4

Lowest frequency 5
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the four feature selection methods, the 12 feature granularity
sets have the same feature words in the top 20 feature words
obtained by DF and ECE, and the same top 20 feature words
obtained by CHI are the same. There are fewer feature
words, so CHI is more suitable as a feature selection method
for text granularity sets.

4.2. Influence of Vector Dimensions and Thresholds on
Experimental Results. This experiment mainly considers the
influence of the word vector dimension on the experimental
results. In this experiment, Wikipedia is used as the training
set, and the Word2Vec tool is used to train the word vector.
The setting of each parameter is shown in Table 4. The word
vector dimension is a multiple of 5 from 100 to 350. Experi-
ments are performed using Word2Vec+SVM to determine
the influence of the word vector dimension on the experi-
ment. The experimental results are shown in Figure 6.
Table 5 is a comparison table of experimental results.

From the above comparative experimental results, table
analysis is as follows:

(1) In the traditional machine learning model experi-
ment, linear SVM performs best, and the final text
classification accuracy can reach 85.46%. The reason
is analyzed: the objective function of the support vec-
tor machine model is to minimize the structural risk,
which greatly reduces the model’s requirements for
data volume and data distribution, so the perfor-
mance is the best when the number of samples is
small. Compared with the traditional machine learn-
ing algorithm, this method is more excellent in per-
formance, even higher than the best performing
SVM, which is nearly 8% higher in classification
accuracy

(2) In the three traditional convolutional neural network
model experiments, the best performance is the

CNN-non-static model. Moreover, the model is
nearly 3% higher in final classification accuracy than
the CNN-rand model. The reason is as follows: on
the one hand, the artificial random initialization fea-
ture representation can not be very abstract data
input distribution; on the other hand, the Word2Vec
trained word vector is used as the CNN input feature
in advance, and in iterative training, the input fea-
ture is keep up to date

4.3. Classification Accuracy Analysis. After text classification
for all 1918 test texts using the improved rough set text clas-
sification technique, the classification results of Tables 3 and
4 were obtained according to the evaluation methods given.
The comparison shows the following:

(1) For small-scale test sets, the correct number of
recalls and precision of texts have increased
significantly

(2) There are significant reductions in the number of
false recalls and nonrecalls in all test sets, such as
environmental, educational, and economic; the
wrong recall rate for computers and transportation
is even reduced to zero

0.76
100 150 200 250 300 350

0.765

0.77

0.775

0.78

0.785

Ac
cu

ra
cy

Word vector dimension

Figure 6: Accuracy rate results.

Table 5: Comparison of experimental results.

Model Accuracy (%)

Word embedding+linear SVM 85.46

Word embedding+LR 85.20

Word embedding+random forest 82.61

CNN-rand 88.52

CNN-static 90.36

CNN-non-static 91.79

Text method 93.25
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(3) The recall and F1 values of all test sets are increased.
The improved text classification technology reduces
the false recall rate of computer and traffic to zero.
Therefore, the recall rate of these two types reaches
100%

(4) The overall recall rate and precision rate of the
overall ten text categories are improved to varying
degrees

According to Bayesian theory, this is equivalent to the
introduction of prior knowledge, which guides the model
to converge to the optimal solution along a better direction
during the training process. The CNN model is character-
ized in that it does not require manual feature selection in
advance, which greatly reduces manpower consumption,
and the input features are continuously updated during the
training process, which indicates that the CNN text classifi-
cation process is a combination of feature selection and
training.

4.4. Text Test Results. During the test, the test set is divided
into five groups according to the category, and then the five
groups are matched with the rules in the rule base, and the
classification results are statistically analyzed. The results
are shown in Table 6.

It can be seen from Table 6 that the total number of texts
participating in the test is 891, of which 807 are correctly
classified and 84 are classified incorrectly. Since the test text
set does not contain the feature words in the rule base, 2 arti-
cles are lost (unable to be judged). The macro average accu-
racy of the five categories is 89.96%, the macroaverage recall
rate is Macro.r. 92.30%, and the macro average F1 is 91.11%.
The microaverage accuracy Micro_p of the five categories is
equal to the microaverage recall rate of Micro_r of 90.55%
and the microaverage F1 of 90.55%.

5. Discussions

According to the degree of similarity of the conditional attri-
butes between the particle sizes, the concept of particle size
purity is proposed. It is proved by experiments that the top
20 features obtained by CHI are evaluated as the conditional
attributes of each information granularity. Different from
the traditional method of attribute reduction by constructing
discernible matrix, this chapter constructs the attribute
matrix by deconstructing the decision matrix. According to
the search method proposed in this chapter, the five catego-

ries are trained to obtain attribute reduction sets, and 34
rules with rule precedence greater than or equal to 2 are
obtained. Experimental results show that these classification
rules have a high classification ability.

There are significant reductions in the number of false
recalls and nonrecalls in all test sets, such as environmental,
educational, and economic; the wrong recall rate for com-
puters and transportation was even reduced to zero; for the
overall ten text categories, the recall rate and precision rate
have been improved to different extents; for small-scale test
sets, the correct number of recalls and precision of texts have
increased significantly.

Linear SVM performs best, with a final text classification
accuracy of 85.46%. Compared with the traditional machine
learning algorithm, this method is more excellent in perfor-
mance, even higher than the best performing SVM, which is
nearly 8% higher in classification accuracy. In the three tra-
ditional convolutional neural network model experiments,
the best performance is the CNN-non-static model. More-
over, the model is nearly 3% higher in final classification
accuracy than the CNN-rand model.

Through three sets of comparative experiments, it can be
known that compared with the traditional machine learning
classification algorithm, the proposed method achieves bet-
ter results in classification effect; using word embedding to
initialize text features, compared with artificial randomiza-
tion, text feature initialization is more excellent in classifica-
tion effect; the method of this paper also achieves better
classification accuracy than the traditional best convolu-
tional network model. Finally, this chapter gives a detailed
conclusion analysis for the experimental parameter settings
and experimental results.

6. Conclusion

(1) In terms of feature dimension reduction, unlike the
existing methods of selecting features by evaluation
function, this paper proposes a new feature cluster-
ing method, which aggregates different feature words
by calculating the distribution distance between
features. To reduce the feature dimension, this
can prevent part of the sample caused by the fea-
ture evaluation function from being discarded
because it does not contain the selected feature.
The experiment also proves that the clustering
method can obtain higher classification accuracy
through SVM test

Table 6: Test results analysis table.

G1 G4 G7 G8 G11

Number of test texts 207 50 263 193 178

Correct match number 174 50 231 182 168

Error match number 32 0 32 11 9

Number of lost text 1 0 0 0 1

Recall rate 84.45% 100% 87.83% 94.30% 94.92%

Precision rate 86.14% 84.75% 89.53% 100% 89.36%
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(2) Using the Skip-Gram neural network language
model to train the word embedding of each word,
that is, the word vector of the feature word, construct
the word vector space based on the word vector of all
feature words, and then construct the relevant gran-
ulation relationship to the word vector space. As a
result of granulation and granulation, each feature
word in the word vector space has a feature word
class, also called feature word granule, and the fea-
ture words inside each feature word class maintain
a high degree of similarity, so the feature words in
the feature word class are selected to expand, and
the purpose of text expansion is achieved

(3) In terms of classification algorithm, this paper com-
bines the relevant theory of granular computing with
text classification. Firstly, the test text set is granu-
lated, which reduces the complexity of attribute
reduction in rough set. Second, for a single informa-
tion granularity, by constructing a synergistic matrix
and heuristic search attribute reduction set. The
experiment extracted 34 rules from 1811 training
samples. These rules were used to test 891 unknown
samples. The average macroaccuracy was 89.96%,
and the microaverage accuracy was 90.55%

(4) The experimental results show that the clustering
method can obtain higher classification accuracy
than other feature selection methods when using
SVM as the classifier. According to the correlation
principle of the rough set, feature selection is made
for each information granularity, the selected feature
is used as the condition attribute and the coordina-
tion matrix is constructed, and the most similar sam-
ple is heuristically searched to obtain the attribute
reduction set

The experimental results show that in the three tradi-
tional convolutional neural network model experiments,
the best performance is the CNN-non-static model. More-
over, the final classification accuracy of this model is nearly
3% higher than that of the CNN rand model.
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